DIRECTIONS FROM KALENGA HOUSE

- Turn left (South on Kalenga St. Walk approximately 50 meters to MUHAS Gate (Second Right)
- Enter gate, take immediate left, cross parking lot, follow path to right of Ministry Building
- Meet covered walkway at its arch, enter walkway to right
- Take left at walkway T-Junction. Take walkway across street, JOC right then straight, through/between buildings on walkway (passing hospital laundry, incinerator).
- At 4-way Junction, ER is left across parking lot, ICU is straight (door on right). Wards/OR are right (signs for wards/blocks, theatre). Go right.
- Stay straight toward Sewa Haji – Monday meeting is in Sewa Haji Annex, to right just before Sewa Haji block (see dotted line).